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Easy Access Convicted
hacker talks about how easy it
was to break into computers to
steal voice-over-IP services."It's
so easy a caveman can do it,"
Robert Moore said in an interview before starting a federal
prison term last week.

COVER STORY
Don't h o w enough
about virtual-

6 Startup Spotlight The
Demo startup conference showed
off a few enterprise technologies
that are worth a closer look: a
global content delivery network,
a wireless touch screen for
checking in at doctors' offices, a
panoramic desktop display, ahd a
free Web meeting service.

16 Cloud Cover Microsoft is
on to something here. With its
Office Live Workspaces, people
will be able to store, share, and
collaborate on Word, Powerpoint,
and Excel documents online.

tips and keys to
success. Now get
out there and innovate.

I8 virtual Change Microsoft
releases the first test version of
Windows Server Virtualization.
The company no longer requires
its virtualization software to
run as a separate app on top of
Windows Server; instead, it's a
feature of Windows Server 2008.
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9 Google Gets Going
All signs point to Google releasing

its own smartphone. But just as
important, it already has a dozen
smakphone applications, partnerships with cell carriers, and
will likely bid in a wireless
spectrum auction. Start planning
now so your IT department
doesn't get caught off-guard by
another consumer-driven surge.
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A Crook Comes Clean
ROBERT MOORE, 23, of Spokane, Wash., began a twoyear sentence in federal prison last week for his part
in a scheme to steal and sell voice-over-IP services.
While prosecutors call co-conspirator Edwin Pena the
mastermind of the operation, Moore was the hightech muscle, scanning and breaking into telecom companies and other corporations around the world.
"It's so easy a caveman can do it," Moore said, laughing, in a telephone interview with Informationweek
before his incarceration.
"When you've got that many
computers at your fingertips, you'd be surprised how
many are insecure."
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Erez Liebermann says Pena,
who fled the country a year
ago and is wanted as a fugitive, allegedly stole and then
sold more than 10 million
minutes of VoIP services at
deeply discounted rates,
netting more than $1 million. As the operation's
hacker, Moore said he netted only $20,000 of the haul.
The government identified more than 15 VoIP service providers that were broken into, and more.than 6
million computers scanned between June and October of 2005. AT&T reported to the court that Moore
ran 6 million scans on its network alone.
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THE FAULT: DEFAULT
What made the hacking job so easy, Moore said, was
that 70% of all the companies he scanned were insecure, and 45%to 50%of VoP providers were insecure.
The biggest insecurity? Default passwords. "You
wouldn't believe the number of routers that had 'admid or 'CiscoO' as passwords on them," Moore said.
"We could get full access to a Cisco box with enabled
access so you can do whatever you want to [it] ."
Moore also targeted Mera, a Web-basedVoIP switch.
"It turns any computer into a switch so you could do
the calls through it," he said. "We found the default
password for it. I'd write a scanner for Mera boxes,
and we'd run the password against [them] to try to log
in, and basically we could get in almost every time.
Then we'd have all sorts of information, basically the
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whole database, right at our fingertips."
Moore described himself as a "mega geek," more
upset about being denied the use of a computer than
going to prison. His job in the operation largely was to
write software that ran scans and brute-force attacks
against Cisco XM routers and Quintum Tenor VoIP
gateways. To do that, he used 2 Gbytes of information
on corporate IP ranges that he bought on the black
market for $800.
He would first scan the network looking mainly for
the Cisco and Quintum boxes. When he found them,
he'd scan to s e e what
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nerabilities, such as default passwords and unpatched bugs in old Cisco
IOS boxes. If h e didn't
find default passwords or

have seen US
logged in then!

he'd run brute-force and
dictionary attacks to tryto
break the passwords.
"We would go to telecom forums and other telecom sites that list company names and where they're from," he explained.
"We'd look at foreign countries first. We'd take the
name and IP range and then dump it into the scanner. ... Some of the Cisco versions, like IOS, were old
and easier to get into."
Prosecutor Liebermann notes that while Moore
broke into telecoms to steal VoIP service, he also
hacked into other businesses so he and his partner
could use hijacked company connections to disguise
the calls they were sending to the telecoms.
Moore said it would have been easy for IT and securitymanagers to detect him-if they'd been looking."If
they were just monitoring their boxes and keeping logs,
they could easily have seen us logged in there," he said.
"If they had intrusion-detection systems set up, they
could have easily seen that these weren't their calls."
IT technicians also could have set up access lists,
telling their networks to allow only their own IP addresses to get in. "We came across only two or three
boxes that actually had access lists in place," Moore
added. "The telecoms that we couldn't get into had access lists or boxes that we couldn't get into because of
strong passwords." -SHARON GAUDIN (sgaudin@cmp.com)
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